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10 Ms
Uncover the 10 biggest myths and mindsets  
that travel business owners have

MAKE A CONNECTION
Understand how these 10 myths and mindsets are 

directly affecting how much money you are making in
your travel business

REFRAME, ADJUST & MOVE FORWARD
Learn how to reverse the myths and change the  
mindsets so that will spin you in the right  
direction towards a profitable business.



➞ 21 years in the travel industry

➞ I was a retail travel agent

➞ VP level in marketing & strategy

➞ Television host and media go to for travel

➞ Worked with over 12k travel agents

➞ Provide social media content for travel agents

➞ Social media and tech savvy

➞ Love explaining “how to” do things

➞ Obsessed over metrics

➞ Host Travel Market Report TV

➞ Travel segments & news programs on network TV

WHY I CAN HELP YOU



THE LANDSCAPE
Practically anyone can create a website.

Individuals can create personal sites or blogs to write about their families,  
friends, work, or any other subject.

Corporations can make websites to promote their products, and political  
activists can publish websites to promote their cause.

Anyone with an idea and internet access can create a website and fill it with  
just about any content they want.

As of 2018, there are over 1.8 billion websites in the world, many of which are  
protected by free speech and anti-censorship laws.

Website owners can print anything they want, true or not, without worrying  
about the consequences.

Anyone can become a business coach, content creator or consultant – super 
scary if you’re trying to work with them and they don’t have experience!

Schools, businesses, government entities, churches, and libraries create  
websites so people can learn more about what they do.



THE AFFECT ON YOU
Where are you getting your information from? have?

Have they had success doing what you are trying to do?

What is the source of their information?

With so much content and so little oversite, determining which  
information is reliable can be a daunting task.

The information you consume influences your thoughts, behaviors and  
actions.

You have to ask yourself questions about the information you consume…

What experience or credentials does that person have?



10 MYTHS & MINDSETS THAT ARE  
STALLING YOUR BUSINESS GROWTH



# ONE
❞ Posting on social media will  
bring you new clients

NOPE. Posting on social media is your MOF
– where you build know, like and trust with  
your audience.

Running Facebook Ads and doing a  
Facebook Live to someone else’s audience  
is TOF because it is a tactic to get people to  
your lead magnet.



# TWO
❞ A gorgeous website will  
bring you lots of sales

Unfortunately not.

Unless you are promoting traffic and driving  
it into the TOF you will not get new traffic  
to your website. It will just sit there looking  
fabulous.

Driving traffic might include SEO, social  
media ads, guest blogging or podcasting,  
events and more.



# THREE ❞ Word of mouth & repeat  
bookings are all I need

Until they dry up.

You have zero control over how many and  
when they come.

If you’re wanting to scale and grow, or even
stay status quo, you can’t put your business
in someone else’s hands.



# FOUR ❞ Bootstrapping a business  
works

9/10 it will not work.

You need money to cover your basic  
expenses including marketing.

Domain, website hosting, lead magnet  
costs, social media ads, graphic design,  
content creation, bookkeeping, professional  
education, coaching, and building a team.



# FIVE ❞ The more product  
knowledge & travel the better

Nope.

Simply put, no matter how much you know  
about travel, how many certifications you  
have, how many supplier universities you  
have done, or how many fam trips you have  
been on…. None of it means anything if you  
have no one to sell it to.

Focus on getting a consistent stream of new  
clients and then what you’ll sell them.



# SIX ❞ Building a team is expensive  
and comes later down the  
track
Nope.

You just cannot do it alone, not effectively  
or efficiently.

You can build a team for as little as $40/mo.  
Hire one person for 2-3 hours per month.
Start small and keep growing.

Hire people who are better than you.



# SEVEN ❞ Everyone needs a  
community of travel business  
owners to talk to everyday

Support is awesome. Especially from people  
who get you but when it’s purely social (no  
structure or focus) it leads to comparison  
and distraction.

Comparison is the thief of joy.  
Distraction leads to procrastination.



# EIGHT ❞ I have to have a host agency

Yes and then no.

A host agency can be an amazing start for  
new to industry advisors and business  
owners.

Once you have experience and are ready to  
go out on your own, be sure to crunch the  
numbers on the commission splits and read  
the fine print. You might be losing money.



# NINE ❞ My clients won’t pay a  
service fee

They may not be the clients you want and  
you are definitely doing yourself (and the  
travel industry) a disservice if you aren’t  
charging them.

Society expects to pay for experts – doctors,  
architects, dentists, lawyers, builders,  
coaches and more.

A consulting or planning fee is a must.



# TEN ❞ Sell to anything to anyone

You’ll end up selling nothing and your  
business WILL fail.

You need to have a niche or a specialty in  
order to curate a crafted message for your  
audience, market to them and then sell  
them the right travel services.

You don’t want to be the jack of all trades  
and the master of none.
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QUESTION EVERY SOURCE
Is what you are doing right now bringing in  
results? Who is guiding you? Where are you  
learning to run your business?

WATCH YOUR TIME MANAGEMENT

Only do tasks each day that will move the  
needle in your business. Plan your day  
meticulously and watch the clock.
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LOOK BACK TO LOOK FORWARD
Don’t make the same mistakes twice. Doing the
same thing over and over will give you the same
outcome.
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QUESTIONS?
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GET UNSTUCK
Achieve ALL of these business milestones with me as your guide

1. Business plan
2. Marketing plan
3. Sales targets and growth plan
4. Customized marketing funnel
5. High converting lead magnet
6. Clearly defined ideal client avatar
7. Plan on where to find your ideal clients,  

both online and offline
8. Strategy to develop fresh weekly content

for your audience
9. Email marketing platform to help you

better tag, segment, and target your customers
10. Welcome email sequence
11. Completed Google Business Profile with a strategy  

to show 1st on your local business listing
12. SEO plan for your website and weekly content
13. Social media strategy

14. Stronger sales skills, including dealing with  
objections and difficult clients

15. Elevator pitch for your business with a great core  
message

16. A joint venture/preferred supplier strategy that
takes you from finding them to developing your
marketing tools

17. Plan on how to collect video testimonials from your  
clients

18. Strategy to get television and digital publicity for  
your business

19. Step-by-step process on how to start a podcast
20. Starter guide to Facebook and Instagram, including  

ads



Our signature course is a no brainer 
for anyone who wants new clients on 
a continuous basis. Each module the  
content, training, coaching, tools, and  
templates are all about getting new  
clients and keeping them. What we  
teach you each module can be  
implemented into any travel business  
big or small, new or old.

If you can set aside 2-3 hours per 
module to learn and implement these 
high  converting strategies into your  
business, you will get and keep more  
clients.

TRAVEL MARKETING REVOLUTION
HOW IT WORKS
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